
Product details

Slicer for a variety of products and applications

Unparalleled performance to footprint ratio

Large variety of different cutting, infeeding and portioning systems

Uncompromising open design concept

Up to 2x vario gripper and vacuum gripper technology

View online

Advantages

Involute blade Performance involute
blade

Weber Hygiene Design Vacuum gripper

Variogripper Quick set-up time SprayTech Interleaver

Automatic loading

weSLICE 7500



weSLICE 7500: Performance slicer and all-rounder - all in one.

The Weber weSLICE 7500 performance slicer compels with its high performance of up to 1,850 cuts per minute, and

is ideal for a wide range of applications for caliber-consistent products, not least because of a cutting shaft that is

500 mm wide and 220 mm high. But the weSCLICE 7500 also efficiently delivers precise cuts of ham, bacon, or

special applications like whole muscle and quartering. Thanks to a new guide system in the infeed area and product

guidance, tool changes when switching products are especially simple, safe and quick. The large variety of product

infeed systems is the only one of its kind in the market: Customers can choose between GripnGo, a lane-independent

vario product infeed, or ContiFlow infeeding without reloading break, which was developed specifically for use with

Flowpack packaging machines. All systems guarantee that the product is treated extremely gently during the

infeeding process while reloading times are very short. In combination with the available performance slicing systems,

this guarantees maximum performance and lets operators perfectly configure the slicer for a wide variety of

applications. Moreover, the vario technology of the weSLICE 7500, which enables lane-independent product infeeding,

contributes to excellent yield with natural products like bacon.

Optionally, the infeed module of the slicer can be equipped with a scale function. This lets operators capture the exact

weight of all products fed into the line and even determine the line performance with regard to yield. Moreover, this

slicer configuration can accommodate an integrated Weber scanner to minimize line length. Of course, the weSLICE

7500 also compels with its groundbreaking hygienic design, which satisfies even the most stringent hygiene demands

and allows for easy accessibility of all areas for easier retooling and cleaning. This is achieved for instance with

uncompromisingly open design and the complete absence of cavities.
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Technical Data weSLICE 7500

Product throat height (mm) 200 - 220

Product throat width (mm) 450 - 500

Product length (mm) 1200, 1600, 1850

Slicing system Involute blade system

Loading (automatic/manual) automatically

Involute blade cutting speed (rpm) max. 1850



Weber Food Technology GmbH
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Weber means: service across the board.

Weber Upgrades make it possible.

New tasks, old machines?
The tasks and challenges in production

have grown? To meet this, we offer a

wide variety of upgrades for existing

lines that are optimally suited to new

requirements: whether retrofitting

individual components to optimize

production or automating existing lines

to raise hygiene standards. This is

sustainable and economical - and also

allows you to stay up-to-date and grow

with a manageable investment.

 

Weber Guardian.

A safe plan for your production.
Only those who listen can understand.

And those who understand can act. With

our Weber Guardian program, we

harmonize people, machines, and

processes to get the most out of

production. From preventive

maintenance and inspection through

targeted personnel development to

production support and optimization.

 

Weber Portal.

Networked thinking, handling
together.
You will find everything about your

Weber equipment bundled in your

personal Weber Portal. Compact,

individual and interactive. From your

customer profile and that of your

machines to e-learning on your setup as

well as convenient spare parts ordering

and service offers. Are you already

registered?

We are looking forward to hearing from you.

Weber Inc. U.S. Sales

Simon.Langhorn@weberweb.com
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Legal notice

 

This document was generated automatically on 04/27/2024. All information is non-binding. We reserve the right to make

changes in the interest of technical progress. For the latest information on this product, please visit:

https://us.weberweb.com/portfolio/slicer/weslice-7500/?ref=brochure-qr
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